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Ellis hired our team to
lead their company
through a digital
transformation as they
came under new
leadership and sought to
clarify and consolidate
multiple brand identities.

SITUATION

CH Ellis — one of the oldest case-making companies in the country
— was acquired by a new owner, necessitating a consolidation and
re-branding of two distinct identities. Where one brand emphasized
a friendly and innovative feel, the other focused on durability and
dependable design. Our team worked with Ellis leadership to assess
all current assets and decide where new design was necessary,
striking a balance with brand equity while bringing a new level of
professionalism to put Ellis back on the map.
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FINDINGS

Many photos, web properties, and logomarks were out of date and
files were not accessible to implementation standards. Social
media presence was limited, dated and needed a roadmap to
proper cadence and ways to create brand awareness, using social
media as a tool and not just a platform. Emails were standardized
with improved segmentation, and key messaging was developed
for each persona and stakeholder.

Itʼs imperative to lead
with a polished brand
while leaning into rich
company history,
capturing existing equity
and showcasing new
capabilities to both
current and future
stakeholders.
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OSCAR OEM
As the Head of Product Development for a multi-national equipment
manufacturer, Oscar is geeky about his gear. He’s currently stressed about the
new line of products. During the last product cycle, quality and shipping issues
with custom cases caused a delay in the launch. This setback not only caused
the company’s reputation to take a hit, it cost Oscar his bonus.

OEM
Primary
Persona

PSYCHOGRAPHICS
MOTIVATIONS & INSPIRATION
●
●
●
●

Needs a solution to solve for the high cost of
recalibration from shipping damage
Needs cases that are in stock to meet delivery and
production expectations
Made in the USA
Need a reliable supplier

CHALLENGES & BARRIERS
●
●
●
●
●

Price conscious
Cases are normally an afterthought
Lead time is too long
Can only work with approved vendors
Not knowledgeable about case options

The Head of Procurement has tasked Oscar with using a case made in
America for this product launch. While the previous cost for cases allowed for
a healthy margin, the quality was sub-par. Couple that with the cases sitting in
a container during the Long Beach port workers’ strike and you had a recipe for
a disastrous launch. A case is typically the last thing on Oscar’s mind. This
time he has decided it makes sense to lose a portion of overall margin in
exchange for the quality control, availability, and safety of a manufacturer
based in the United States.
Even though the sample created by C.H. Ellis passed QA, getting sign-off on a
PO has been a blocker. Until C.H. Ellis gains status as an approved vendor,
Oscar is going to have a hard time meeting deadlines. The customization of
the sample has his imagination spinning. Oscar is willing to push for expedited
approval because C.H. Ellis can protect his product and reduce recalibration
costs due to shipping damage.

AGE
35–40
(skews to
mid-40s)
EDUCATION

MEDIA
PLATFORMS
Google &
YouTube,
LinkedIn,
Facebook

Bachelor or
Masters

OCCUPATION

GENDER

Engineer,
Product
Development,
R&D

70% - Male
30% - Female
INCOME
$85-105k

Once Oscar sees the potential for how stunning his product will look securely
seated in customized foam within the branded case, he won’t be able to see
his gear in anything else.

CONTENT CUSTOMIZATION
WHERE TO TARGET
●
●
●

YouTube via Google search
LinkedIn
Facebook

ENGAGEMENT

●
●

Sample or CAD drawing
Educational Content

MARKETING CHANNELS
TO BECOME AWARE
TO CONSIDER
ENGAGING
TO MAKE A
DECISION

Facebook | Web | LinkedIn | Google/YouTube

YouTube Non-skip ads | LinkedIn or Facebook Groups
post with industry peers | Blog posts
Video or blog pushes to a landing page |
Nurture email | Referral
Multiple retargeting ads leads to brand recognition |
Sales consultation
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Success isnʼt defined by
where you have been,
but rather where you are
going. We created
strategy and assets
allowing Ellis to excel in
future opportunities.

SOLUTIONS

• Create an updated visual identity and brand elements guide to
standardize all logomarks and design for application. This work
included new iconography and situational awareness messaging
along with new logo suite for Ellis’ sister company, Chicago Case.
• Capture new product shots and manufacturing assets through a
local photographer to provide updated imagery on web, sales,
and all comms as necessary.
• Revamp website with updated design work, messaging and
creative to encompass the modern day Ellis look and feel.
• Segment current contacts and create funnels in CRM to allow for
proper communication within certain business segments (new
customers, 3 year customers, lifelong customers, etc).
• Consolidate and streamline existing elements for the Ellis identity
in order to construct a new system for Chicago Case that works
alongside as well as independently of the parent company.

FOD
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CONSIDERATIONS
• Long-standing employees can be resistant to change
• Ellis is part of a fast-paced market that develops quickly, so they
have to think multiple steps ahead to keep up
• The need to create a new brand image for Ellis while capturing
their rich history, successfully connecting the story of the past
with the energy of the future

Our
History
We have been
innovators and
problem solvers for
over 100 years,
helping people
protect the things
they care about most.

Founded as a
maker of
equestrian tack
and saddlery

1902

Partners with Eli
Lilly during the
heyday of medical
doctor bags

Late
1960’s

C.H. Ellis partners with IBM
to make one of the first
leather briefcases with
pockets for organizing tools

1960–
1970’s

1975
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C.H. Ellis
begins CNC
fabric cutting

1980

C.H. Ellis
manufactures the
first ABS vacuum
formed tool case

Custom Cases

Change isnʼt easy, but
anything can be
accomplished with the
right vision and goals.
Thereʼs a delicate
balance uplifting historic
brand equity while
building a secure future.

Our
Future

C.H. Ellis creates
some of the first
Cordura Nylon
zippered tool cases

1996

1998

C.H. Ellis develops
General Mechanics
Tool Kit (GMTK) case
for the US military
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C.H. Ellis acquires
CNC waterjet foam
cutting capability

2000

C.H. Ellis
enters
rotational
molding arena

2008

C.H. Ellis
acquires CNC
routing capability

2010

2021

Family-founded
and family-owned,
Ellis has done big
things—with many
more to come.

Begins partnering with
Pelican and other key
players in injection
molded case industry

Custom Cases
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Molded Cases
Manufactured
by Ellis.

We customize
more than just
our cases.

Custom Cases

Vacuum Thermal Formed
Rotationally Molded

Blow Molded
Injection Molded
Aluminum Cases
EVA Style Cases
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WINS

The updated identities were implemented on the web and the
overall look and feel were brought into alignment with the brand
personality: crafted, honest, rugged. We created additional templates and collateral, including presentation materials and slide
decks to introduce the revised visual system to existing stakeholders
as well as new audiences.
With newly developed assets and a digitally optimized tech stack
— as well as an overhaul of the website and CRM segmentation —
Ellis is prepared to design, manufacture and deliver top quality
cases as one of the longest standing industry leaders and ready to
re-establish itself in a growing and competitive market.
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